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Pathfinder kingmaker guide to kingdom

Pathfinder kingmaker how to manage kingdom. Pathfinder kingmaker how to run a kingdom. Pathfinder kingmaker how to expand kingdom. How to build a kingdom pathfinder kingmaker. Pathfinder kingmaker when to play dlc. Pathfinder kingmaker how to build a kingdom guide.
To solve problems, you assign a counselor and hope he or she does not ruin. Each three successful attachments and a certain number of construction plots occupied in the respective Agreement later, you can update the city and receive additional constructions and buildings of construction. Increasing a ranking of a Barony status requires the total
attention of the baron for two weeks. Guide to the Development of the Kingdom & Cities in Pathfinder: Kingmaker at the beginning, his barony includes only one region. Pro Tip: If you do a selection for other regional capitals, try to strategically put them to ensure that you always have a safe place at a relatively short distance on your travels.
Problems Problems are events that need to be treated in order to avoid a failure that could reduce their statistics from Barony. You will also learn about everything you need to know about advisors. There you can see the map and your city - Well, the principle is just a small village. It may make sense to strive for independence as the history
progresses. If they are proposed in a Public of Harim to build a Nethys library and we agree, for example, the values for Arcane and Culture will increase. You can also build a capital in the region (costs 50 bp) and expanding it gradually. We increased the ranks of Barony's statues every 20 points with a two-week project. In addition, when we arrived
at the first post of a BARONY status, we can assign a consultant providing a BÃ'nus in this statistics. You will need to claim other parts of the kingdom first. Tips and Tricks in Pathfinder Consultants: Kingmaker without good counselors, every regent can immediately give up, because there is no one able to maintain an equally competent vision of
everything. Click on the city on the map and you can enter to expand it. Build and position buildings If you click on a village or city in the Kingdom menu, you can see the statistics of the city as well as the buildings buildings Building. The first update is reserved for the capital and will increase the number of construct installments in the settlement for
20. You can automate the whole kingdom in the configurations of difficulty - but honestly, where it is The amusement in leaving an important part of the game for the computer? Hassuf, the merchant in the market of the market of its capital, has 25,000 points of construction on offer. Example: An event has a difficulty (DC) of 20. This guide will show
you how to successfully manage and update your barony and your cities in Pathfinder: Kingmaker. We need creation points to develop cities and complete projects such as commercial agreements, research, updates for BARONY statistics and claim new regions. Once I have concluded, it will have several BÃ'nus. More about this later. There you can
decide whether you want to help a nearby or not, if you want to build a prison instead of a hospital and if linzi should be punished for * spoiler * or not. Remember that consultants act according to their own conviction. In addition to the time they take (the time of a counselor or, in the case of upgrades, the baron's also cost-up points. The Linzi is
responsible for culture and brings a +5 ba'nus. For example, a strong gets ba'nus for espionage if there is a lookout tower in the settlement. If new events appear, a thick red marker will appear on the button and you can deal with it immediately. In this guide you will learn about how you manage your kingdom and what Barony's statistics there are
what construction points are and how to get them the difference between problems, opportunities, and projectswat councilors are needed rivers for, which are available and where to find new consultants of their kingdom and claim new region to build buildings in their cities adequately, in addition to the pathfinder scenario, the administration of our
barony © Kingmaker's great unique features. Whatever you want to do - search, signal sign Agreements, expand villages and cities - you need construction points (BP). But they cost 80 pieces of gold by point of compilation. This means that it is worth planning your city carefully. Ã, OWLCAT Games These are the results that an event can have:
Disaster: The data roller is eight or more points below the event difficulty.FAILURE: Data roller is from seven points below of difficulty. : The data roll is equal or even six points higher than the event's difficulty level.triumph: Data roller is seven or more points above the event difficulty. First we have to sell the premium for some construction points
(the sale price is usually around a tion of the construction price) and then rebuild it at the desired place. For example, a forge can be updated for a foundation if the liquidation has the status of a small city. The Barony Stat for Culture is in Rank Two, which gives you two points for rank, a total bonus +4 points. Let's deal with this point separately later
in this article. Attention: If you and your counselor disagree too much, he can give up and never return. Note: Information between parseses are guardians, since the game does not provide accurate information about these characters. Ã, Owlcat games How can I update my kingdom and claim new regions? The Full Kingdom Guide in Pathfinder:
Kingmaker Administration via Throne Room Audiences of petitioneries and diplomats will be clear in your throne room in your capital. There are three possible treasures in Pathfinder: Kingmaker: Jubilost Narthropple, Bartolomew Delgado and Maegar Varn. To achieve this, we speak with the responsible counselor about the direction of this branch.
To grow the kingdom, we must occasionally claim a region. Keep this in mind when making decisions that require a certain mentality (in dialogues, this is indicated by the respective between paragraphs). Jubilost can be found as From the search Ã â € ‡ å "rrowned explorer â € in a ford through the river skunk. 13 Regions are waiting to be taken by
you. We will come to this in one more detail at a time. If the culture is already in the three rank, you will still have only two bps for this sector, because the economy is only in two classification and defines the upper limit. Commercial agreements increase our weekly revenue from construction points. While your kingdom is a subordinate barony, all
Baony's statistics can not exceed Rank six. If the prison is just next to the fort, he receives an extra stability ba'nus. Before starting this project, make sure that no event or chronic time missions expires in the next two weeks. Owlcat games you can earn additional BP of commercial agreements with neighboring realms. The attachments have certain
premise -withs, such as completing a regional mission or reaching a certain classification in a baron status. The Kingdom button on the world map leads us to Barony's management, the red exclamation mark indicates if there are new events. Some NPCs in the offer offer to work for us if we provide them with a workshop. If you let go, the event failed.
Upgrades Add Bonus to Baony statistic. Throughout the story, you can update your regions. At your map desk, you will change for the administration of the Kingdom. Among other things, counselors help us with events and do a lot of work for us. Beware of spoilers! NameCompanionAlignmentFirst RoleSecond RoleLocationAmiriYesChaotic
NeutralGeneralPrologueBartholomew DelgadoNo(Lawful Evil)TreasurerGrand DiplomatLone HouseEkundayoYesLawful GoodWardenMinisterRuined WatchtowerThe StorytellerNoTrue NeutralCuratorMagisterThrone RoomHarrimYesChaotic NeutralHigh PriestPrologueJaethalYesNeutral EvilCuratorMinisterPrologueJhod KavkenNo(Lawful Good)High
PriestThorn FordJubilostYesChaotic Across the Skunk RiverKassil AldoriNo(Lawful Neutral)GeneralCoronation (we have to choose between him and Shandra Shandra GaressNo(Lawful Neutral)WardenAldoriÃ¢ÂÂs Banquet HallLander LebedaNo(Chaotic Neutral)RegentCoronationLinziYesChaotic GoodGrand DiplomatCuratorPrologueMaegar
VarnNo(Chaotic Good)TreasurerAppears in Throne Room after a certain questOctaviaYesChaotic GoodRegentMagisterTechnic League EncampmentRegongarYesChaotic EvilGeneralWardenTechnic League EncampmentShandra MerveyNo(True Neutral)CouncilorCoronation (we have To Choose Between She and Kassil Aldori) Tristianyesneutra
GoodCouncilortemple of the Elktsannano (Mal Panic) Alto priestcounncilorshrine of Lamashtuvalerieyeslawnful Neutragentgrand DiplomatPrologueLordaine (Mal Neutral) MagistervorvordakaiÃ ¢ â € ~ Ã, Owlcat games that consultants exist and what are qualified? For example, on your role as treasurer, Jubilost will always try to find the most
suitable solution for the treasure - something that people do not always like. BARONY statistics are not only increased by decisions, but also by the construction of buildings in our cities. Here you have to calculate exactly what is worth and at what time. That's why we need consultants that we assign in the corresponding menu. Possible result
depends not only the result of the data, but also in the consultant's philosophy. The number of construction points that we earn each week depends, among other things, in the ranks of our Baony statistics. If without the rate of 50 percent, you earn considerably more BP, you should seriously consider making this movement. Here it is. Learn how this
works and how you can transform small villages into prospect cities. Games Owlcat Unfortunately, it is not possible to move a premium. Alignment of the Kingdom As we explain in detail about the subject of character creation, the alignment of the barion has an impact on the alignment of the country and in what kind of people our kingdom attracts.
But almost always worth increasing Rows - especially if you have a high high in the economy. In addition, stability increases if a prison is present. You will be regularly presented with events in the form of cards in the Kingdom menu. If you claimed new regions and founded regional capitals, these are also only on the level of a village and should also
be expanded. You should always deal with problems as fast as possible as they can have negative effects in Barony. By the way, once assigned, consultants can easily be replaced by others, so you do not have to worry about doing something wrong. The requirements for unlocking these updates can vary from certain rows in Baony's statues to
complete certain missions. In the throne room you will receive petitioner and you can manage the impaired using the map table. But remember to prefer problems in doubt and solve them first before you turn to opportunities. You get weekly. Here are our tips and tricks for a successful reign to help you keep your kingdom under control, ensure
stability and avoid destroying. Many more useful information about gameplay and more can be found in our final guide for the pathfinder: Kingmaker. Gestion through the world map You do not have to stay in your throne room to administer the kingdom. First we have conquered our own barony and then we have to manage, organize, expand and
defend it. Small Town and More - The Provancing for Expansion Our capital is initially nothing more than a village and must be expanded. Maegar Varn will join you later and can be found in the throne room. How can I increase the ranks of my BARONY statistics? Consultants can be found among their companions or through conversations with
specific NPCs. You need to raise a baron status for 20 points and push it, so classify one to create the position But before we start your expansion (and the kingdom), let's take a look at the basic mechanic. In this case, however, you will not receive more Badvoy weekly basic income. When you are on the world map, you will find the Kingdom button in
the lower right corner, which you can access at any time. In case of problems, this will have a negative effect on certain values of your kingdom while on opportunities not. Owlcat games Once you have attached a total of three regions, you can update a village with at least six finished buildings to a small town. The assigned consultant must reach the
same or a number larger than the event (DC) of the event. Ã, Owlcat Mouse games on your map table can show you a red marking with an exclamation mark. In addition, if the settlement has a garrison, military statuses increase. You also want to expand your city (or other villages) "and this costs BP too. Many new buildings will also be unlocked. We
put a list of available consultants with all the information you need. exchange, you will receive BÃ'nus in your statistics of Barony. It makes little sense to build nearby cities from each other. Proper, you can do this if you are waiting for the weekly payment of the construction points. Pro tip : Put the focus on the expansion of the economy and increase
all the areas below the economy classification. Therefore, think carefully about what you mean. The "interior," takes you to the general vision of the city. owlcat games What are the construction points, where do we do and what they are? especially stability should be well observed, because stability values Miserables â € - can lead to a rebellion and
subsequent destruction of the Kingdom. Cleric Harim, for example, It is adequate as a high priest because of his wisdom and therefore brings his ba'nus to religion, respectively, the Divine Stat of the Barony. The house and your consultant for this department have to take care of this project two weeks. This means: If your economy is to sort two, you
get two BP. The result is determined by a data roller. Each each Region receives a capital, which begins as a village and has to be expanded. They are divided into three categories: opportunities, problems and projects. Then a project to increase the statistic classification is activated. If you are in motion, make sure you plan a range in your capital in
the next days. Once you have fulfilled the requirements, a project will appear in the Kingdom menu that you need to complete together with an appropriate consultant. Problems and opportunities have a date of expiration. Our imposition has ten basic statistics: Básicocommunity value of barion decisions by resistance and defceeconomyproductivity
and defceenconomyproductivity and national income (construction points) diploma reports Totics and internal support and support for religious development and obedience of knowledge and obedience of Arcane knowledge of citizeniacultureFureture and education of the baronyespionization of the espionage network and espionage contrapes These
statues increase or fall depending on how we decide in certain situa Q. When building buildings, pay attention to correlations and ba'nus of neighboring buildings. For example, Nazrielle in NoonWrath (Kamands) wants to have an arms store so she can produce items for us. Linzi now has to scroll at least eleven points to break even. How can I unlock
advisors (new)? Delgado can be found on the Solitan House Map. If the border with the barracks at the same time, the stability ba'nus increases again. After these two weeks, the classification increases at one point and we received an additional construction point per week. We can also update the buildings if the requirements are met. However,
some events require you to be present in the throne room because they are directly related to an audience. Please note that half of your BP income is sent to your of LiÃ¨ge in Brevoy. Beware of small spoilers! spoilers! PointsAdvisorDire NarlmarchesComplete Quest: BetrayerÃ¢ÂÂs Flight200High Priest, Magister, WardenDunswardClaim Varnburg
Relations Rang 5300Councilor, Grand Diplomat, RegentGlenebonComplete Quest: The Twice-Born Warlord325General, High PriestKamelandsLoyalty Rank 3275Curator, Grand Diplomat, RegentNorth NarlmarchesCommunity Rank 3225Grand Diplomat, High Priest , RegentOutskirtsnone150Councilor, Regente, TesouururoPitaxComplete Quest:
Guerra do rio Kingsnonenoneshrike Hills TerritÃ³rio InitialInitialEnitialVerstepCoPlete: The Lonely Hunter375councilor, Grand Diplete, Regentsouth NarlmarchesCompleto Quest: Troll Problemas400general, Regente, Wardous e Varnburg Arkane Rank 5 5350curator, MagisterVarnholdComplete Quest: O Varnhold BanishingNonenone depois, a nova
Region will be yours and you will be able to claim your resources on the map to collect BÃ'nus. Owlcat game opportunities opportunities are events without the negative effects of a problem. Project research projects, commercial agreements and the creation of ranks of BARONY statistics are considered projects. What are the values of the Kingdom
and what are available? Each 20 points we can increase the classification of a BARONY statistics. For example, your companions are ideal for many advisory positions. Once a statistic of Barony reached the first post, a new position for a consultant is created. The following general vision shows the requirements for each of the 13 regions (in alphabelic
order) in the game. This indicates that new events are waiting for you (more about it later). For example, the Counselor or BÃ'nus of construct will increase. For example, a trade agreement with Brevoy is extremely expensive (1,500 bp) and takes a lot of time to amortize. Each classification of the individual branches (stability, culture, community,
etc.) of his kingdom receives a construction point, depending on the economy classification. We can only However, this can be quite rewarding if the realm values improve considerably. They, however, act according to their believers and philosophies and represent certain values that correspond to Barony's statistics. You can fill out the construction
sites with "BluUILD" menu buildings. Where can I buy construction points? Owlcat Games Pro Tip: If you are waiting for the conclusion of a project or event and there is nothing else to do, you can activate the Ã â € ™ ¬ " Skip at the top of the kingdom menu. Buildings cost constructions and occupy different quantities of space. The update will appear
as a project in your Kingdom menu. But the statistics can also fall and if someone falls to zero or below, the riots are proven. The basic income is 30 BP, which we received weekly from Our Lady LiÃ¨ge Jamandi Alardi from the Kingdom of Brevoy. What are events? When developing the city, pay attention to Barony's statues needed, but above all,
consider the correlations between the individual buildings. In addition to the data roll, the counselor's ba'nus is added as well as two points by Rank of the Barony Stat for which the consultant is responsible. responsible.
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